We study the genesis of dark matter in the primordial Universe for representative classes of Zportals models. For weak-scale Z mediators we compute the range of values of the kinetic mixing allowed by WMAP/PLANCK experiments corresponding to a FIMP regime. We show that very small values of δ (10 −12 δ 10 −11 ) are sufficient to produce the right amount of dark matter. We also analyse the case of very massive gauge mediators, whose mass m Z is larger than the reheating temperature, TRH, with a weak-scale coupling gD to ordinary matter. Relic abundance constraints then impose a direct correlation between TRH and the effective scale Λ of the interactions: Λ ∼ 10 3 − 10 5 × TRH. Finally we describe in some detail the process of dark thermalisation and study its consequences on the computation of the relic abundance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even if PLANCK [1] confirmed recently the presence of Dark Matter (DM) in the Universe with an unprecedented precision, its nature and its genesis are still unclear. The most popular scenario for the DM evolution is based on the mechanism of "thermal freeze-out" (FO) [2, 3] . In this scenario DM particles χ are initially in thermal equilibrium with respect to the thermal bath. When the temperature of the hot plasma T in the early Universe dropped below the DM mass, its population decreased exponentially until the annihilation rate into lighter species Γ χ could not overcome the expansion rate of the Universe driven by the Hubble parameter H(T ). This defines the freeze-out temperature: H(T FO ) Γ χ . The comoving number density of the DM particles 1 and thus its relic abundance are then fixed to the value that PLANCK [1] and WMAP [4] observe today, Ωh 2 = 0.1199 ± 0.0027 at 68% CL. In this scenario it is obvious that the stronger the interaction between DM and the rest of the thermal bath is, the more DM pairs annihilate, ending-up with smaller relic densities. The detection prospects for frozen-out WIMPs are remarkable, since they involve cross-sections which can be probed nowadays with different experimental strategies, as production at colliders [5] , Direct Detection (DD) and Indirect Detection (ID) experiments [6] .
This popular freeze-out scenario is based on the hypothesis that the dark matter is initially produced at a democratic rate with the Standard Model (SM) particles. The so-called "WIMP miracle" can then be obtained if dark matter candidate has a mass of the electroweak scale and the dark sector and the Standard Model sector interact through electroweak strength coupling. Alterna- * xiaoyong.chu@ulb.ac.be † yann.mambrini@th.u-psud.fr ‡ jeremie.quevillon@th.u-psud.fr § b.zaldivar.m@csic.es 1 Proportional to the yield Yχ = nχ/s, nχ being the physical density of dark matter particles and s the entropy density.
tively one can relax the hypothesis of democratic production rate and suppose that the initial abundance of dark matter has been negligibly small whether by hierarchical or gravitational coupling to the inflaton or others mechanisms. This is the case for gravitino DM [7] , Feebly Interacting Massive Particle dark matter (FIMP) in generic scenarios [8] [9] [10] , scalar portals [11, 12] , decaying dark matter [13] or Non Equilibrium Thermal Dark Matter (NETDM) [14] . Alternatively to the freeze-out, in the freeze-in (FI) mechanism the DM gets populated through interactions and decays from particles of the thermal bath with such an extremely weak rate (that is why called FIMP) that it never reaches thermal equilibrium with the plasma. In this case, the dark matter population n χ grows very slowly until the temperature of the Universe drops below the mass m χ . The production mechanism is then frozen by the expansion rate of the Universe H(T FI ). Contrary to the FO, in the FI scenario the stronger the interaction is, the larger the relic density results at the end, provided that the process never thermalises with the thermal bath. Due to the smallness of its coupling, the dark matter becomes very difficult to detect in colliders or direct detection experiments. However, one of the predictions of this scenario is that (visible) particles possibly decaying to dark matter need to have a long lifetime [8] , so this peculiarity can be probed in principle in the LHC for example through the analysis of displaced vertices.
Very recently, it was analysed in [14] a scenario where the dark matter was also produced out-of-equilibrium, but differing from the orthodox FI mechanism in an essential way. In this new NETDM proposal the DM-SM couplings can be large (as for FO case), whereas the particle mediating the interaction is very heavy, which caused the evolution of dark matter number density to be dominated mostly by very high temperatures, just after the reheating epoch. This situation is opposite to the FI scenario where the couplings are feeble, typically O(10 −11 ), and the portal is either massless or at least has a mass smaller than dark matter mass m χ , causing the process to be dominated by low temperatures (T m χ ) instead.
In this work we study the dark matter candidate χ arXiv:1306.4677v2 [hep-ph] 27 Jan 2014
populated by vector-like portals, whose masses lie in two different regimes: 1) A very heavy mediator, through the study of effective interactions of dark matter with the SM 2 , and 2) An intermediate mediator, through the analysis of a kinetic-mixing model which contains a Z acting as the portal. This study complements the case of massless vector-like mediators, studied in [10] , showing distinct features concerning the evolution of the dark-sector independent thermalisation. On the other hand, we show the characteristics of the NETDM mechanism for a general vector-like interaction.
The paper is organised as follows. In section II a brief summary of non-thermalised production of dark matter particles is presented. Section III is devoted to present the two models of study, whose results are described in detail in section IV, before concluding in section V.
II. BOLTZMANN EQUATION AND PRODUCTION OF DARK MATTER OUT OF EQUILIBRIUM
If we consider that in the early stage of the Universe the abundance of dark matter has been negligibly small whether by inflation or some other mechanism, the solution of the Boltzmann equation can be solved numerically in effective cases like in [8] or in the case of the exchange of a massless hidden photon as did the authors of [10] . Such an alternative to the classical freeze out thermal scenario was in fact proposed earlier in [11] in the framework of the Higgs-portal model [12] and denominated "freeze in" [8] . If one considers a massive field Z coupling to the dark matter, the dominant processes populating the DM particle χ are given by the decay Z →χχ and the annihilation SM SM →χχ involving the massive particle Z as a mediator, or "portal" between the visible (SM) sector and the invisible (DM) sector. Our study will be as generic as possible by taking into account both processes at the same time, although we will show that for very large mediator masses m Z , or if the Z is not part of the thermal bath, the decay process is highly suppressed, and the annihilation clearly dominates 3 . Under the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation 4 one can obtain an analytical solution of the DM yield adding the annihilation and decay processes:
2 Note that in this analysis, the nature of the mediator (vector or scalar) is not fundamental and our result can apply for the exchange of heavy scalars or heavy Higgses present in unified models also. 3 Note that in [8] the 2→2 annihilation process is considered subdominant with respect to the 1→2 decay process. However in the scenarios we will study, the annihilation dominates. 4 We have checked that the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation induces a 10% error in the solution which justifies it to understand the general result. See [48] for an explicit cross-check of this approximation.
(1)
where M p is the Planck mass, T 0 = 2.7 K the present temperature of the Universe, T RH the reheating temperature, and K 1 is the 1st-order modified Bessel function of the second kind, g * , g s * are the effective numbers of degrees of freedom of the thermal bath for the energy and entropy densities respectively. Finally,
where M i→2 is the squared amplitude of the process i → 2 summed over all initial and final degrees of freedom, and Ω is the standard solid angle. Then, assuming a symmetric scenario for which the populations of χ andχ are produced at the same rate, we can calculate the relic density
where the super-index "0" refers to the value measured today. It turns out that the yield of the DM is actually sensitive to the temperature at which the DM is largely produced: at the beginning of the thermal history of the Universe if the mediator mass lies above the reheating temperature m Z > T RH (the so-called NETDM scenario [14] ), or around the mass of the mediator if 2m χ < m Z < T RH as the Universe plasma reaches the pole of the exchanged particle, in a resonance-like effect. Note that in the case of massless hidden photon or effective freeze-in cases described respectively in [10] and [8] the effective temperature scale defining the nowadays relic abundance is given by the only dark scale accessible, i.e. the mass of the DM (like in the classical freeze out scenario). In the following sections we will describe the two microscopic frameworks (m Z > T RH and m Z < T RH ) in which we have done our analysis.
III. THE MODELS
A. m Z > TRH : effective vector-like interactions
If interactions between DM and SM particles involve very heavy particles with masses above the reheating temperature T RH , we can describe them in the framework of effective field theory as a Fermi-like interaction can be a relatively accurate description of electroweak theories when energies involved in the interactions are below the B. m Z < TRH: extra Z and kinetic mixing
Definition of the model
Neutral gauge sectors with an additional dark U (1) symmetry in addition to the SM hypercharge U (1) Y and an associated Z are among the best motivated extensions of the SM, and give the possibility that a DM candidate lies within this new gauge sector of the theory. Extra gauge symmetries are predicted in most Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) and appear systematically in string constructions. Larger groups than SU (5) or SO(10) allow the SM gauge group and U (1) to be embedded into bigger GUT groups. Brane-world U (1)s are special compared to GUT U (1)'s because there is no reason for the SM particles to be charged under them; for a review of the phenomenology of the extra U (1)s generated in such scenarios see e.g. [30] . In such framework, the extra Z gauge boson would act as a portal between the "dark world" (particles not charged under the SM gauge group) and the "visible" sector. Several papers considered that the "key" of the portal could be the gauge invariant kinetic mixing (δ/2)F µν Y F µν [31, 32] . One of the first models of DM from the hidden sector with a massive additional U (1), mixing with the SM hypercharge through both mass and kinetic mixings, can be found in [33] . The DM candidate χ could be the lightest (and thus stable) particle of this secluded sector. Such a mixing has been justified in recent string constructions [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , supersymmetry [39] , SO(10) framework [40] but has also been studied within a model independent approach [41] [42] [43] with vectorial dark matter [44] or extended extra-U (1) sector [45] . For typical smoking gun signals in such models, like a monochromatic gamma-ray line, see [46] .
The matter content of any dark U (1) extension of the SM can be decomposed into three families of particles:
• The V isible sector is made of particles which are charged under the SM gauge group SU (3) × SU (2) × U Y (1) but not charged under U (1) (hence the "dark" denomination for this gauge group).
• The Dark sector is composed of the particles charged under U (1) but neutral with respect to the SM gauge symmetries. The DM (χ) candidate is the lightest particle of the dark sector.
• The Hybrid sector contains states with SM and U (1) quantum numbers. These states are fundamental because they act as a portal between the two previous sectors through the kinetic mixing they induce at loop order.
From these considerations, it is easy to build the effective Lagrangian generated at one loop :
B µ being the gauge field for the hypercharge,X µ the gauge field of U (1) and ψ i the particles from the hidden sector, Ψ j the particles from the hybrid sector,
, T a being the SU (2) generators, and
with m j and M j being hybrid mass states [47] . It has been showed [32] that the value of δ may be as low as 10 −14 , e.g. in the case of gauge-mediated SUSYbreaking models, where the typical relative mass splitting |M j − m j |/M j is extremely small. Notice that the sum is on all the hybrid states, as they are the only ones which can contribute to theB µ ,X µ propagator. After diagonalising of the current eigenstates that makes the gauge kinetic terms of Eq.(8) diagonal and canonical, we can write after the
with, to first order in δ,
The kinetic mixing parameter δ generates an effective coupling of SM states ψ SM to Z , and a coupling of χ to the SM Z boson which induces an interaction on nucleons. Developing the covariant derivative on SM and χ fermions state, we computed the effective ψ SM ψ SM Z and χχZ couplings to first order 8 in δ and obtained
In the rest of the analysis, we will use the notationg D → g D . We took q D g D = 1 through our analysis, keeping in mind that for the m Z -regimes we consider here, our results stay completely general by a simple rescaling of the kinetic mixing δ if the dominant process transferring energy from SM to DM isf f → Z ( * ) →χχ; whereas if processes involving on-shell Z dominate, the results become nearly independent of q D g D .
Processes of interest
As is clear from the model defined above, both DM and SM particles will interact via the standard Z or the extra Z boson. Thus a priori there are four processes contributing to the DM relic abundance:f f → V →χχ, and V →χχ, where V can be Z and/or Z , and in the 2 → 2 process both Z and Z interfere to produce the total cross-section. 9 The amplitudes of those processes are:
where
whereas for the 1 → 2 process we have:
Here the coefficients c L,R and c L,R are the left and right couplings of the SM fermions to the Z and Z bosons, respectively. Their explicit forms are shown in the appendix.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. m Z > TRH
In the case of production of DM through SM particle annihilation, the Boltzmann equation can be simplified
and Ω the solid angle of the outgoing DM particles. Using the expression for |M| 2 obtained in Eq. (7) we can write an analytical expression of the relic yields present nowadays if we suppose (as we will check) that the non-thermal production of DM happens at temperatures (and thus s) much larger than the mass of DM or SM particles (m f , m χ √ s). After integrating over the temperature (x to be precise) from T RH to T , and considering that all the fermions of the SM contribute democratically (Λ f ≡ Λ) one obtains
where g * ∼ g s * has been used. We show in Fig. (1) the evolution of Y (T ) for a fermionic DM as a function of x = m χ /T with m χ = 100 GeV for two different reheating temperatures, T RH = 10 8 and 10 9 GeV. We note that to obtain analytical solution to the Boltzmann equation, we approximated the Fermi-Dirac/Bose-Einstein by Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This can introduce a 10% difference with respect to the exact case [48] . However, when performing our study we obviously solved numerically the complete set of Boltzmann equations. As 10 Notice that the factor of difference corresponds to the different degrees of freedom for a real scalar and Dirac fermionic DM. one can observe in Fig. (1) , the relic abundance of the DM is saturated very early in the Universe history, around T T RH , confirming our hypothesis that we can consider all the particles in the thermal bath (as well as the DM) as massless in the annihilation process: m χ , m f √ s. At T T RH /2 the DM already reaches its asymptotical value. Moreover, for a given value of the reheating temperature T RH , we compute the effective scale Λ such that the present DM yield Y (T 0 ) respects the value measured by WMAP/PLANCK : Y (T 0 ) 3.3 × 10 −12 for a 100 GeV DM. Imposing this constraint in Eq. (20), we obtain Λ(T RH = 10 8 GeV) 3.9 × 10 12 GeV and Λ(T RH = 10 9 GeV) 2.2×10 13 GeV for a fermionic DM.
As a consequence, we can derive the value of Λ respecting the WMAP/PLANCK constraint as a function of the reheating temperature T RH for different masses of DM. This is illustrated in Fig. (2) where we solved numerically the exact Boltzmann equation. We observe that the values of Λ we obtained with our analytical solutions -extracted from Eqs. (20)-are pretty accurate and the dependence on the nature (fermion or scalar) of the DM is very weak. We also notice that the effective scale needed to respect WMAP constraint is very consistent with GUT-like SO(10) models which predict typical 10 12−14 GeV as intermediate scale if one imposes unification [14] . Another interesting point is that Λ T RH whatever is the nature of DM, ensuring the coherence of the effective approach. We have also plotted the result for very heavy DM candidates (PeV scale) to show that in such a scenario, there is no need for the DM mass to lie within electroweak limits, avoiding any "mass fine tuning" as in the classical WIMP paradigm. We also want to underline the main difference with an infrared-dominated "freeze in" scenario, where the DM is also absent in the early Universe. Indeed, in orthodox freeze-in, the relic abundance increases very slowly as a function of m χ /T , and the process which populates the Universe with DM is frozen at the time when the temperature drops below the mass of the dark matter, Boltzmann-suppressing its production by the thermal bath, which does not have sufficient energy to create it through annihilation. This can be considered as a fine tuning: the relic abundance should reach the WMAP value at a definite time, T m χ /3. In a sense, it is a common feature among freeze-in and freeze-out scenarios. In both cases the fundamental energy scale which stops the (de)population process is m χ /T . When the mediator mass m Z is larger than the reheating temperature, the fundamental scale which determines the relic abundance is T RH /m Z or T RH /Λ in the effective approach. The DM abundance is then saturated from the beginning, at the reheating time, and thus stays constant during the rest of the thermal history of the Universe, and is nearly independent of the mass of the DM: no fine tuning is required, and no "special" freeze-in at T m χ /3. This is a particular case of the NETDM framework presented in [14] . Furthermore, the NETDM mecanism has the interesting properties to avoid large thermal corrections to dark matter mass. The reason is that all dark sector particles are approximately decoupled from the visible medium of the Universe.
11
11 While the thermal masses of visible particles may change the DM production rate, we have checked that this effect is negligible.
B. m Z < TRH
Generalities
The case of light mediators (in comparison to the reheating temperature) is more complex and rises several specific issues. We concentrate in this section on the computation of the DM relic abundance in the kineticmixing framework because it can be easily embedded in several ultraviolet completions. However, our analysis is valid for any kind of models with an extra U (1) gauge group. The kinetic mixing δ is indeed completely equivalent to an extra U (1) millicharge for the visible sector and one can think δ as the charge of the SM particles (visible world) to the Z . Cosmological constraints allow us to restrict the parameter space of the model in the plane (δ, m Z , m χ ). However we should consider two options for the mediator Z : either it is in thermal equilibrium with the SM plasma, or, in analogy with the DM, it has not been appreciably produced during the reheating phase. The differential equation for the decay process Z →χχ, in the case where the DM annihilation is neglected, can be expressed as:
where x ≡ m Z /T , Γ Z the decay width of Z and g Z = 3 giving the degree of freedom of the massive gauge boson Z . Expressing the entropy and Hubble parameter as:
we finally obtain the equation
, q D g D being the effective gauge coupling of Z and DM, and also taking g s * g * at the energies of interest, we can write
Using ∞ 0 x 3 K 1 (x)dx 4.7 and Eq.(2) we obtain
To respect WMAP/Planck data in a FIMP scenario one thus needs g D 10 −11 if Z is at TeV scale. For much higher values of g D , the DM joins the thermal equilibrium at a temperature T m χ and then recovers the classical freeze out scenario. Thus, a first important conclusion is that a Z in thermal equilibrium with the plasma and decaying dominantly to DM would naturally overpopulate the DM which would thus thermalise with plasma, ending up with the standard freeze-out history. We then have no choice than to concentrate on the alternative scenario where Z , same as the DM, was not present after inflation. Thus the interaction of the SM bath (and the DM generated from it) could create it in a considerable amount. This is discussed below.
Chemical equilibrium of the dark sector
If Z is generated largely enough at some point during the DM genesis, it will surely affect the DM final relic abundance through the efficient DM-Z interactions. In the study of the evolution of the Z population it may happen that Z enters in a state of chemical equilibrium exclusively with DM, independently of the thermal SM bath, and thus with a different temperature. This "dark thermalisation" can have some effect on the final DM number density. The analysis we perform here is inspired from [10] , which was however applied to a different model.
If the Z −DM scattering rate is larger than the Hubble expansion rate of the Universe 12 , these two species naturally reach kinetic equilibrium, with a well defined temperature T , which a priori is different from (and is a function of) the thermal bath (photon) temperature, T . This temperature T increases slowly (given the feeble couplings) due to the transfer of energy from the thermal bath, which determines the energy density ρ and pressure P of the dark sector. The Boltzmann equation governing the energy transfer in this case is:
where 1 and 2 are the initial SM particles and m 1 = m 2 , |M| 2 s have been defined below Eq.(1) summing over all initial and final degrees of freedom. For SM pair annihilation, the energy transfer per collision is E trans. = E 1 +E 2 . It can be useful to write an analytical approximation for the solution ρ (T ) in the early Universe. Indeed for T m Z ,χ , it is easy to show that Eq.(25) reduces to 12 For a deeper analysis on this, see [48] . (26) supposing that the dark bath is in kinetic equilibrium (ρ ∝ (T ) 4 ) with α = g 2 /4π (see next section for more details). Even if all our analysis was made using the analytical solutions of the coupled Boltzmann system, we checked that this analytical solution is a quite good approximation to the exact numerical solution of Eq. (25) and will be very useful to understand the physical phenomena hidden by the numerical results. While presenting a detailed study of the visible-to-dark energy transfer is out of the scope of this work, we just want to point out that there is typically a moment at which the dark sector (i.e. DM plus Z ) is sufficiently populated as for creating particles out of itself, e.g. in processes as a t-channelled χχ → Z Z → 2χ2χ. As this happens out of a total available energy ρ at any given time, the net effect is to increase n χ and n Z at the cost of decreasing T . To quantify the effect of DM-Z chemical equilibrium on the number densities of both particles, we solved the coupled set of their respective Boltzmann equations (see appendix A). The relevant Z production process is the scattering χχ → Z Z (as compared to χχ → Z ), whereas the relevant Z depletion process is the decay Z → χχ (as compared to Z Z → χχ), but of course we have considered all the processes when solving the Boltzmann equations. The results are shown in Fig. (3) for m Z > 2m χ and in Fig. (4) for m Z < 2m χ . detail below: dark kinetic equilibrium of the dark matter candidate, self exponential production of dark matter through its annihilation, decoupling of the Z from the dark bath and then decoupling of χ and Z from the thermal standard bath. Indeed, we can notice a first kind of plateau for the dark matter yield Y χ at T 10 3 GeV. This corresponds to the time when the dark matter concentration is sufficient to enter equilibrium with itself through the exchange of a virtual Z (s or t channel). Indeed, the condition n χ σv > H(T ) can be expressed as
where we have used an approximate solution of Eq. (1) at high temperatures:
The result is then in accordance with what we observed numerically. We then observe in a second phase, around m χ /T = 10 −3 , a simultaneous and sharp rise in the number density of DM and Z . This is because the dark sector enters in a phase of chemical equilibrium with itself, causing the population of both species to increase. Moreover, in the case m Z > 2m χ , we observe that the width of the Z Γ Z is much larger than the production rate through the
GeV.
In other words, as soon as a Z is produced, it automatically decays into two DM particles before having the time to thermalise or annihilate again. We then observe an exponential production of DM. Of course, each product of the Z decay possesses half of the initial energy of the annihilating DM, this energy also decreasing exponentially. As a consequence, the temperature of the dark sector, T , typically drops below m Z at a certain temperature T such that the dark sector does not have enough energy for maintaining an efficient Z production 13 . This is illustrated as "dark decoupling" in Fig. (3) , where the excess of Z population decays mostly to DM particles. We can understand this phenomenon by looking more in details at the solution of the transfer of energy (26) . Taking T m Z in Eq. (26), we can check that the decoupling of the Z from the dark bath happens around a temperature T 2 TeV when the DM does not possess sufficiently energy to produce a Z pair. This result is in accordance with the value observed in Fig. (3) along the arrow labelled dark decoupling. However, the thermal (standard) bath is still able to slowly produce Z after its decoupling from the dark bath but at a very slow rate (proportional to δ 2 ) up to the moment at which the temperature T drops below m Z , when the Z population decays completely as we can also observe in Fig. (3) . During this time the DM population increases also slowly due to the annihilation of SM particles through the exchange of a virtual Z added to the product of the Z decay until T reaches m χ . We also depict in Fig. (4) the evolution of the Z and DM yields in the case m Z < 2 m χ . We observe similar features, except that the Z does not decouple from the dark bath and is not responsible anymore for the exponential production of DM. The DM decouples first from the plasma, and then the Z continues to be produced at a slow rate, being also largely populated by the t−channel annihilation of the dark matter. However, it never reaches the thermal equilibrium with the thermal bath as it decays to SM particles (at a very low rate proportional to δ 2 ) at a temperature of about 1 MeV, not affecting the primordial nucleosynthesis (see below for details).
Cosmological constraints
The PLANCK collaboration [1] recently released its results and confirmed the WMAP [4] non-baryonic content of the Universe. It is then important to study in the (m χ , m Z , δ) parameter space the region which is still allowed by the cosmological WMAP/PLANCK constraint. As we discussed in the previous section, a small kinetic mixing can be sufficient to generate sufficient relic abundance. We show in Fig. (5) the plane (δ,m Z ) compatible with WMAP/PLANCK data (Ωh 2 0.12) for different dark matter masses. Depending on the relative value between m χ and m Z , we can distinguish four regimes clearly visible in Fig. (5) : (a) m Z < 2m χ . In this regime, the dark matter is mainly produced from the plasma through s−channel exchange of the Z and then decouples from the thermal bath at T m χ . Dark matter then annihilates into two Z through t−channel process if kinetically allowed (see Fig. 4 ). For light Z , the amplitude of dark matter production
Eq.15) and the annihilating rate (χχ → Z Z ) after the decoupling time are both independent of m Z . As a consequence, the relic abundance is also independent of m Z (but strongly dependent of δ) as one can observe in the left region of Fig.(5) .
14 In this region the Z -SM couplings (see Appendix A) are roughly proportional to δ, since sin φ δ for the values of δ and m Z in consideration.
(b) 2m χ < m Z < M Z . We notice a sharp decrease in the values of δ occurring around m Z = 2m χ . Indeed, for m Z > 2m χ there exists a temperature in the plasma for which the resonant production of onshell Z is abundant (T m Z /2). The Z being unstable, it immediately decays into 2 dark matter particles increasing its abundance. The rate of the dark matter production from the standard model bath around the pole T m Z /2 is proportional to
). This rate is higher than in the region m Z < 2m χ where |M| 2 ∝ δ 2 m 2 χ /T 2 : δ should then be smaller in order to still respect PLANCK/WMAP constraint.
(c) m Z ≈ M Z . This is the region of maximal mixing: φ ≈ π/4. The total amplitude of annihilation in Eq. (13) is maximised, driving δ toward very small values in order to respect PLANCK/WMAP constraint. However, this region is excluded by electroweak measurements because of large excess in the ρ parameter (see [43] for a complete analysis in this regime). For the sake of completeness, we also show in Fig. (5) the effect of allowing the Z and dark matter to enter in a phase of chemical equilibrium (solid lines), see Fig. (3) and compare it to the more naive case where no darkthermalisation is taken into account (dashed lines). We observe that depending on the DM and Z masses, the correction caused by the dark-thermalisation for q D g D = 1 is at most a factor 2. Meanwhile, a general look at Fig. (5) tells us that the order of magnitude of δ to respect relic abundance data is generally in the range 10 −12 -10 −11 , which is in absolute value of the same order that typical FIMP couplings obtained in the literature for different frameworks [8, [10] [11] [12] [13] but with a much richer phenomenology due to the instability of the mediator and the existence of dark thermalisation. It is interesting to note that such tiny kinetic mixing, exponentially suppressed, is predicted by recent work on higher dimensional compactification and string phenomenology to lie within the range 10 [37]. Finally, due to the feeble coupling δ, it is important to check constraints coming from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) in the specific case m Z < 2m χ . Indeed, if Z is lighter than the dark matter, the Z will slowly decay to the particles of the thermal bath, potentially affecting the abundance of light elements. For the ranges of Z masses we consider here, a naive bound from BBN can be obtained by simply requiring the Z lifetime to be shorter than O(100) seconds. This is translated into a lower bound on the kinetic coupling δ, represented by the black solid line in Fig. (5) , where the bound applies, for every m χ (see dotted lines), to the region m Z < 2m χ . We see how the BBN bounds strongly constrain the region of lightest Z , m Z 1 GeV for the DM masses considered here. A more detailed study of nucleosynthesis processes in this framework can be interesting but is far beyond the scope of this paper
Other constraints
In [43] several low-energy processes have been used in order to constrain the parameter space of the model we analysed. We refer the reader to that work in order to see the study in more details. In this section, we just want to extract one of the strongest bounds, which comes from Electroweak Precision Tests (EWPT). Indeed, since the model modifies the coupling of the Z to all fermions, the decay rate to leptons, for example, is in principle modified. It turns out that a model is compatible with EWPT under the condition
For a very light Z of m Z ∼ 1 GeV, the EWPT constraints require δ 10 −4 , which is well above the WMAP constraints shown in Fig. (5) . Also, since the model modifies the Z mass, constraints coming from the deviation of the SM prediction for the parameter
are also expected to appear; however, they turn out to be weaker or similar to those of EWPT. Direct Detection experiments, leaded by XENON [50] , are able to put much more stronger bounds on the model. The dark matter candidate can scatter off a nucleus through a t-channel exchange of Z or Z bosons (see e.g. [43] [49]). It turns out that for the dark matter and Z masses considered, the XENON1T analysis is expected to push δ to values δ 10 −4 , to say the strongest. Again here those bounds are not competitive with those shown in Fig. (5) . As an example of constraints coming from indirect detection, we can use synchrotron data. The dark matter particles in the region of the Galactic Centre can annihilate to produce electrons and positrons, which will emit synchrotron radiation as they propagate through the magnetic fields of the galaxy. In [28] the authors constrain the kinetic mixing in the framework of freeze-out. The synchrotron data is able to put bounds on the parameter space of the model, provided that m χ and m Z are light enough (less than O(100) GeV), and for values of δ compatible with a thermal relic which are much larger than those required to fit a WMAP with a froze-in dark matter. So given the small δ values considered here, the synchrotron bounds are unconstraining.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the genesis of dark matter by a Z portal for a spectrum of Z mass from above the reheating temperature down to a few GeV. Specifically, we have distinguished two regimes: 1) a very massive portal whose mass is above the reheating temperature T RH , illustrated by effective, vector-like interactions between the SM fermions and the DM, and 2) a weak-like portal, illustrated by a kinetic-mixing model with an extra U (1) boson, Z , which couples feebly to the SM but with unsuppressed couplings to the dark matter, similar to a secluded dark sector. In the case of very massive portal we solved the system of Boltzmann equations and obtained the expected dependance of the dark matter production with the reheating temperature. By requiring consistency with the WMAP/PLANCK's measurements of the non-baryonic relic abundance, the scale of the effective interaction Λ should be approximatively Λ 10
12 GeV, for T RH ≈ 10 δ 10 −11 depending on the value of the Z mass. For such values, the constraints coming from other experimental fields like direct or indirect detection and LHC production, become meaningless. However the bounds coming from the Big Bang nucleosynthesis can be quite important. For the study of the dark matter number density evolution, we looked at the effect of chemical equilibrium between dark matter and Z on the final dark matter population, which turns out for the parameter space we considered to give a correction of at most a factor of 2.
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Appendix A: Boltzmann equations
The relevant processes happening between the dark sector and SM 15 , and with itself, are:
• A . Besides, in Eq.(A2), the term proportional to σv d does not contain the contribution from on-shell Z , because it is already included in the term going with Γb. The reason for this, is that the typical time the reaction SM SM ↔ χχ takes to happen, is t typ . This period, even if usually very short, is large enough as to consider t typ dt, where dt is the characteristic time interval when solving the Boltzmann equation. In other words, the evolution dictated by the Boltzmann equation is such that there are always physical (on-shell) Z particles around, which effectively contribute to a Z decay.
The Boltzmann equation describing the evolution of the energy density transferred from the SM to the dark sector is:
where 1 and 2 are the initial SM particles and m 1 = m 2 , |M| 2 s have been defined below Eq.(1) summing over all initial and final degrees of freedom. For SM pair annihilation, the energy transfer per collision E trans. = E 1 +E 2 . The pressure P is:
where ρ rel is the relativistic contribution to the energy density ρ .
